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Message From Your Editors

good reading, see Sue Bass’s list of new

additions to our Strickler Library. 

In this, issue we share information — compiled

by Pollyanna Middleton, Marion Barksdale,

Martha Conde, and Marge Wilson — on the

origin of Westminster Canterbury’s carousel horse

found in the lobby of our main building. In future

issues we will tell of two more unique items found

at Westminster Canterbury. 

For our front cover, we are indebted to a

painting by Jerry Craddock from Westminster

Canterbury’s permanent collection and

photographed by Carol Hammer. Also, thanks

to Carol for the photo of the carousel horse, not

an easy task given its location. Once again,

thanks to Mary Hoban for sharing one of her

exceptional photographs, this time the snow

scene that appears on the back cover. It conveys

the feeling of winter on our campus. 

February’s chill has us eager to share

the contributions of Westminster

Canterbury’s residents to this issue of The

Recorder. We have the opportunity to be

armchair travelers going back in time with Ida

Powell’s discovery of an old diary enriched with

photographs. In addition, Marguerite Watkins’

article recalls her childhood memories of India.

John Pelissier takes us to Colonial Africa

sharing an experience reflecting his youthful

utopian aspirations, whereas Dick Hiner

engages us with an account of his work in

Antarctica. On a different note, we can enjoy

Marion Kelly’s culinary adventure inspired by

her travels in Spain. 

Still traveling, a poem by Kay Gantt puts the

reader in Walterboro, South Carolina, and we

are back in time with Connie Sowa’s engaging

book review, “Sold On A Monday.” For more
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From The Desk Of The CEO
Of Westminster Canterbury-Lynchburg

Sean Huyett

This issue of The Recorder again

showcases the many talents of our

residents. I look forward to reading each new

installment of this magazine because I always

learn something new about the life journeys of

the people who make our campus such an

interesting community.

The Carousel Horse displayed above the

doors of our main lobby is a great example of

the talents that residents have shared over the

years. The Four Seasons mural that beautifies the

entrance to the Drinkard Building is another

treasure made possible by talented residents.

Dr. Robert Behrens’ concept for the mural was

rendered through the artistic talent of Emlyn

Edwards and dedicated in July 1999.

We look forward to Spring and the

opportunity to see the green space outside the

Canterbury Café be transformed into an

attractive outdoor area. Residents, as well as

friends and family, can look forward to enjoying

moments by the fountain or to dining al fresco

style on the patio.

We really hope that this new garden will

become a destination for people strolling the

grounds. The path from Williams Road is also

scheduled to be enhanced with additional

plantings. These rainwater gardens will serve to

not only beautify the grounds, but will also help

with water filtration and runoff.

A LifeCare Retirement Community
501 V.E.S. Road, Lynchburg, VA 24503

(434) 386-3500   (800) 962-3520

www.wclynchburg.org

��
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Westminster Canterbury’s Carousel Horse
From The WC Historians 

with Thanks to Joe Payne, Former WC Senior Vice President, for His Research Assistance

A n article by Molly Roper Jenkins that

appeared in the June 1997 issue of

Westminster Canterbury’s Chimes declares that

“Life is a Carousel” and applauds the efforts of

five residents at that time: Walt Busch, Ernie

Cobbs, Dan Higgins, Emlyn Edwards and Oscar

Yeatts. She does not reveal what inspired Busch to

take on the project of hand-carving a carousel

horse, why the others joined him or the elapsed

time from start to finish.  

Jenkins describes the men meeting each

Wednesday evening in a workshop located in a

maintenance room in the Drinkard Building,

working from a manual with instructions on

building a Country Fair Horse, a style traced back

to those produced by the Allan Heschell/Spillman

Company of upstate New York. This company

and the C. W. Parker Company in Leavenworth,

Kansas, were the major carousel manufacturers

between the start of the 20th century and the Great

Depression.  

At the unveiling of WC’s completed horse,

residents and staff expressed their approval, and

conversation turned to where the horse should be

permanently displayed. Hollow-block construction

made it easy to move and lift the horse to a spot

over the entrance to the main Westminster

Canterbury building, where it still resides today.

As the horse looks down on all residents and

visitors who come and go, four strategically placed

spotlights guarantee that anyone who looks up

will see this unique Westminster Canterbury décor.
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Taylor, the Board providing the fuel, brooms and

brushes therefor.” Though the school was less than

five miles from her home, Ina took the train there

each Monday morning and boarded in a home

near school, returning to Cape Charles on Friday

evening’s train. 

Ina began the new year with a copy of The

Wanamaker Diary 1918. The prominent

Philadelphia store described itself as “bringing the

finest and best that the world has to give, pouring

into the laps of the people a wealth of rare and

lovely treasure, a great array of fine raiment and

an endless chain of homely articles.” 

F ortunate is the family possessing a

hundred-year-old diary. Therein are

recorded verbal pictures of a young woman’s life,

her daily activities and thoughts. Family members

knew her years later only as mother, mother-in-

law, grandmother or great-grandmother. How

fascinating is the story for 21st century

descendants!

Ina Frances Taylor was born in Waterbury,

Connecticut, in 1897. Upon her mother’s death,

she went to Cape Charles on Virginia’s Eastern

Shore at age 10 to be cared for by her Aunt Bertie

and Uncle William Townsend. 

Having completed schools in Cape Charles,

Ina was enrolled in State Normal School for

Females at Fredericksburg, now University of

Mary Washington, where she graduated in 1916.

Like a majority of other Virginia Normal School

graduates in Farmville, Harrisonburg and

Radford, she finished with a normal school

teaching certificate. 

Family records include a very formal

document, “Articles of Agreement Between the

School Board of the Capeville District and Miss

Ina Taylor.” She was to begin teaching on

September 13, 1917, at Seaview School at a

monthly salary of $50, with 50 cents deducted for

the Retired Teachers’ Fund. In the document, “It is

further agreed that the fire shall be made, or

caused to be made, and the floor shall regularly be

swept, or caused to be swept, by the said Miss

A Young Woman’s Diary
by Ida Berger Powell

Ina F. Taylor 
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continued on page 8

Her first entry was Resolutions for 1918:

“I hereby resolve that I will – 

1. Read my Bible every day.

2. Pray more earnestly every day.

3. Read the newspaper every day.

4. Do some solid reading every day.

5. Keep my hair in better condition.

6. Attend to my fingernails properly.

7. Keep my room in better order.

8. Rise when called.

9. Be the best teacher possible.

10. Be more ladylike.

11. Not worry.

12. Be pleasant and agreeable to those around me.

With God’s help I will endeavor to keep these

and make them rules in my life.”

Ina F. Taylor

Jan. 1, 1918

10:30 P.M.

These resolutions expressed thoughtful and

heartfelt intentions. But Ina was also a realist.

Within the week she wrote again.

“On this the 5th day of Jan. I wish to modify

the foregoing resolutions –

I hereby resolve that I will

1. Read my Bible every day.

2. Pray more earnestly every day.

3. Read newspaper every day.

4. Do some solid reading every day.

5. Keep my room in better order.

I think that a few would be easier to keep

than so many and will try as much as possible

to keep the others also.”

Ina F. Taylor

Thus began the year 1918. Ina wrote, “I am

thinking very seriously about my resolutions

and hope I may keep them. It is still snowing.

No school today because of the snow and cold.

I came home on the morning train. The stove is

to be fixed tomorrow.” Her uniquely expressed

weather reports include “Today has been

beautifully clear and spicely cold,” and “still we

are not able to go to school as it is so very

slippy.” 

Whether back home in Cape Charles or at

the boarding house near school, days with no

school found her reading, writing letters,

visiting with friends or crocheting. Evenings

often included dinners shared with friends, the

meal followed by games, with “Rook” being a

favorite. “Curtis and Mr. Jones played Rook

against Iva and me. We beat of course.” 

Iva is assumed to be a fellow teacher and

boarder. “Iva and I drove to the pond this

afternoon after school and it’s frozen solid. I

slid a little and have decided I want to learn to

skate.” Those skates were ordered and later Ina

reported, “I skated on the duck pond this
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A Young Woman’s Diary
continued from page 7

morning, my first attempt. I only fell down

twice.” 

Today’s school budgeting requests often

include reports of uncompensated teacher

expenditures for classroom supplies, never

mentioning curtains. Not so for Ina, who wrote

in mid-January, “Started to work on my

curtains and cut them out and made about

three.” The next day they were finished, and

then hung. She exclaimed a day later, “Had all

my front curtains up and guess who walked in!

Mr. Tankard [school board chair] of all people.”

Yet she was not satisfied. On Saturday she

wrote: “Went shopping this afternoon. Had

more things to get. I want my room to look so

nice and homelike that the children will love to

be in it.”

That diary tells far more than weather and

school matters, showing signs of a budding

romance. More than one young man turns up in

the pages, with Cecil a chief contender. Among

the entries, “I had another letter from Floyd

today, only three this week. Frank and I walked

to the shore this afternoon and the bay is a solid

sheet of ice as far as you can see. The two

Parsons boys seem very nice indeed. Floyd is

sending me a gift – how I wonder what it is.”

But Cecil? He is in the first diary entry as

well as the last. “A Happy New Year! Cecil and

I went to Pictures [movies], and saw Billie Burke

in ‘Arms and the Girl’ – fine.” As for taking the

train each week to and from school, “Cecil

called up tonight and he’s going to meet me at

the Station tomorrow night. Oh joy, oh boy!”

They went to Pictures together, visited friends

and went for ice cream, walked together,

attended church services, played games,

exchanged books and magazines. Ina claimed

From left, Cecil Carlile Powell, Jr., Ina T. Powell holding
Thomas Purnell Powell, John Wellington Powell. In front,
William Townsend Powell.
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no culinary skills but when she made fruit salad,

“Cecil said was very good. Oh joy!” When

Cecil’s brother visited one evening she wrote, “I

was so in hopes Cecil would come. I really

believe diary, yes I do …” When hearing that

two young men had passed the physical

examination toward the end of WWI, Ina wrote

“I know that Cecil will pass. I’m afraid I’m very

unpatriotic but I do not want him to go. I don’t

want oh I don’t want Cecil to go. Oh may this

cruel war end soon.”

Cecil remained attentive, meeting the train

often, giving her a box of candy. But Ina did not

take that attention for granted, writing, “Started

some crocheted trimming tonight. I want to

make enough for a suit for my ‘Hope (less)

chest’.” Those hopes were later rewarded with

his proposal.

Cecil Carlile Powell and Ina Frances Taylor

were married in March 1920 in Cape Charles,

Virginia, where they lived for the rest of their lives.

Since state law did not allow married women to

teach, Ina turned her attention to home, family,

church and community. Between 1922 – 1938, Ina

and Cecil became parents of four sons. When Dr.

Lynch, who lived close by, delivered the fourth son

at their home as was customary, he offered profuse

apologies for not delivering a girl at last. Ever-

realistic Ina assured him that she was perfectly

happy to have four sons! 

Ina resumed teaching for several years when

their youngest son was in school. Throughout

her life the resolutions she wished to make rules

for her life guided her actions. Daily Bible

reading often took place in an old rocking chair

next to a kitchen window. In later life, the

earlier diary was replaced by a prayer journal.

And books? They were in every room, stacked

in bookcases and elsewhere. Books were her

customary gift to children and grandchildren.

Resolve not to worry was met through strong

faith and a positive mindset. Being ladylike was

manifested by consistent good manners and

never wearing slacks until urged to do so on a

trip abroad. An often-heard comment, “I can

think what I like but I don’t have to say it,”

allowed her to fulfill the resolution to be

pleasant and agreeable to those around her. 

Ina Frances Taylor Powell lived to age 87,

guided throughout a long, good life by

resolutions made in 1918. Those resolutions

were indeed made rules for her life and remain

a worthy model for those who proudly claim

relation to her. 
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refuel and possibly resume the next day.

However, if the weather forecast is favorable at

the halfway point, the flight continues as

scheduled. We eventually arrived at McMurdo

two days later. 

During the Antarctic summer (October–

March) aircraft land on the Ross Ice Shelf

adjacent to McMurdo. The area is cleared of

snow for several miles, allowing for any

miscalculation when making a landing approach

in poor weather. The wide landing zone permits

aircraft as large as the Air Force C-5A transport

to make wheel landings. But in the Antarctic

winter, no aircraft can land due to weather and

I t was November 8, 1988. We were

about halfway into a six-hour flight

from Christchurch, New Zealand, to McMurdo

Station, Antarctica, when the pilot announced

that we were turning around and returning to

Christchurch. The weather at McMurdo was

worsening, making a successful landing risky at

best. There were no alternative landing sites

ahead—it was either McMurdo or the water.

The routine for these flights was (and is) to

check the weather at McMurdo while in route,

halfway, at the point of no return. If the

forecast reveals hazardous conditions, the flight

has enough fuel to return to New Zealand,

Bringing A Touch Of Home To Antarctica: 
Adventures Way Down Under 

by Dick Hiner
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sub-freezing conditions. Ships cannot visit due

to ice blockage. Our aircraft was the four-

engine Lockheed C-141, configured to transport

cargo, but passengers are accommodated in

canvas seats pointed toward the center of the

aircraft. 

Before boarding, we were issued about 20

pounds of cold weather gear and directed to

wear it during the flight. I asked the crew chief

about flotation equipment available in case of

an emergency and ditching into the ocean. He

replied, “The water temperature below us is 32

degrees. You see that heavy tool box under your

seat? If we go down, just grab it.” I didn’t ask

any more questions about ditching. 

Primary research at McMurdo involves

work in the fields of astrophysics, biology,

glacial geology, ocean and climate systems. Our

mission there was to develop a technical plan to

deliver live 24-hour US radio and TV via

satellite to the National Science Foundation

(NSF) scientists and support personnel located

at this extremely isolated facility, especially in

the winter months. 

For a number of years, TV programming

was provided on videotape from our Navy

Broadcasting Service duplication facility at

Christchurch and shipped to McMurdo. This

arrangement was not possible in the winter

because there was no transportation to or from

McMurdo. Christchurch is the closest large city

to McMurdo and is the headquarters for

Operation Deepfreeze. The headquarters

provides policy and logistical support for the

numerous bases New Zealand operates in

Antarctica. Its large Scott Base science research

facility is located only two miles from

McMurdo. Several smaller manned New

Zealand science stations are scattered about. 

During the summer season, almost 2,000

research and support people are stationed at

McMurdo, but only about 10 percent of that

number “winter over” from March to

September. Winter residents are crammed into

one building with no windows. Windows would

make the structure more difficult to heat with

outside temperatures at less than 30 below. It is

pitch dark for about six months. Clean water is

provided by a desalinization plant, and only one

two-minute shower a week per person is

authorized. 

Winter supplies including fuel and food are

delivered by sea and air during the summer, but

no delivery is possible in the winter. Before

travelling to McMurdo, all are required to

undergo a complete physical examination, as

was my team if only for a one-week stay in the

summer. A doctor and/or physician’s assistant

normally is a resident during the winter. No

evacuation in the winter season is generally

continued on page 12
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Bringing A Touch Of Home To Antarctica: 
Adventures Way Down Under 

continued from page 11

possible given the adverse conditions. Prior to

the advent of modern satellite technology,

contact with the outside world was limited to

shortwave broadcasts and sparse internet

service. The only TV available was cassette

tapes of programs and movies we had supplied

by mail from Christchurch in the summer. 

At that time, the only available satellite to

provide live radio and TV from the US was

positioned over the equator. It was located in a

“geosynchronous” orbit, meaning it rotated

with the earth and always remained in a fixed

position. Because McMurdo is located so far

south, 1,000 miles from the geographic South

Pole, the look angle to the satellite was only

about 2 degrees above the horizon. Here at

home, look angles to a satellite could be 45

degrees or directly overhead depending on the

location. Consequently, at 2 degrees, the satellite

signal could be blocked by a hill, a building or

simply by someone standing in front of the dish.

During one helicopter flight, as we were seeking

a higher site for the satellite dish, we noted an

isolated island rising out of the ice shelf about

25 miles from McMurdo: Black Island. (It’s

named Black Island because it is devoid of any

snow, just a mass of volcanic rock. In fact,

much of the area in Antarctica reminded me of
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pictures of the moon’s surface; it was just black

volcanic rock and dust.) Here we could achieve

greater height to eliminate physical blockage and

microwave the TV signals back to McMurdo.

Power to the site could be provided by wind turbine

and generator. 

During one of our helicopter flights, we spotted

a colony of large Emperor Penguins near the edge

of the Ross ice flow. Our pilot agreed to land to

take a look. These penguins stand about three feet

tall and talk a lot. In order of gain their trust we

were advised to approach them on our knees so

that we would be about the same height, thus less

threatening. Only two birds cautiously approached

us. The rest of the colony remained about 100

yards away. It occurred to me at the time that these

two birds represented the mayor and the city

council chairman of the penguin community. Once

they determined we were not a threat, the

remainder approached us. A few had their small

chicks nestled between their feet. Others showed off

by falling on their breasts and propelling themselves

into the icy ocean water. They had to be careful

because leopard seals patrolled the edge of the ice

looking for a good meal. 

The presence of Greenpeace was clearly obvious

during our visit, patrolling and monitoring the

McMurdo activities. They search for leaks of aircraft

fuel stored in large above-ground bladders because

there is no way to bury them. In 1962, a nuclear

power plant was commissioned to provide a

portion of the McMurdo power requirements,

but it was shut down in 1972 due to cracks in

the reactor and never recommissioned. Over

8 million gallons of fuel are delivered annually by

ship to McMurdo to maintain operations year

round. The Greenpeace personnel live in round,

prefabricated huts and move about by

snowmobile. They are not present in the winter.

We were surprised at the inventiveness of the

McMurdo residents, especially those who

winter over. They showed us a small room

providing a hydroponic atmosphere where they

grow tomatoes year round. The room was

warm, moist and had 24-hour light. I wondered

to myself if there were other green leaf plants

among the tomatoes, but I didn’t look further.

Maybe this gardening helps pass the long,

isolated winter. 

It’s difficult to believe that our trip to

McMurdo was over 30 years ago. At that time,

our team installed a FM radio station and

upgraded the closed circuit TV system and small

studio. The satellite equipment to bring live

TV from the US was placed on order. Today,

McMurdo residents enjoy three channels of US

television, Australian and New Zealand

networks, and numerous FM radio channels.

But it still isn’t a place where I would want to

spend the winter. 
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Welcome to Colonial Africa
by John Pelissier

A s a boy, my dream was to spend my

adult life in Africa to help civilize

the primitive natives and turn them into modern

French people.

In May 1949, the French government flew

my wife, Emma, and me to Africa in a converted

twin-engine bomber. That same year, I had

completed my studies at the National Agronomic

Institute (one of the “grands ecoles”) and the

Institute of Tropical Agriculture and had joined

the civil service under the Ministry of Colonies.

While I was working in Paris for my assignment,

Emma had come from Buffalo, New York, to

work on a Ph.D. in French. We had met at a

student church dinner in October 1947, promptly

falling in love. “Instead of a Ph.D. in French,”

Emma would remark later, “I got a Ph.D. in

diapers.”

On our trip to Africa, we had a stopover in

Casablanca with a full four-course French style

meal, topped with Benedictine. The trip took all

day, and it was dark when we landed in Dakar,

the capital of French West Africa and of Senegal.

Basic accommodations by the airport had

been provided for our overnight stay. In the

morning, we were taken to downtown Dakar,

where I would learn the location of my

assignment—somewhere between the Sahara

and the Gulf of Guinea, in the dry north, or the

savanna, or the tropical forest. It turned out

that I would stay in Senegal to join the staff of

the Bambey Research Station in the peanut belt.

Emma and I took the train to Bambey where a

car was waiting to take us to the research

station.

The research station was on a flat expanse

of sandy soil, bone dry at the end of the eight-

month-long dry season. The station consisted of

a campus of offices, laboratories and residential

cottages surrounded by experimental fields. The

African staff had its own separate living

compound of much more modest dwellings.

Shortly after our arrival, the director

received us and invited us to spend the night in

the guesthouse before moving to our cottage the

following day.  He gathered his staff of five or

six researchers and their wives for a welcoming

cocktail party: an all-French function in an

African setting.

I felt Emma and I had stumbled into a snake

pit. After the introductions, heavy drinking

started in earnest. There was an assortment of

vermouth brandy, the popular “aperitif” at that

time. Then we saw Mr. X flirting with Mrs. Y,

and Mrs. A cozying up with Mr. B. And

drinking kept going on no matter how slowly

we drank. Our glasses kept overflowing, and

then there was singing of off-color tunes. How

shocking! Where had I brought my beloved

bride?
continued on page 15
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We went to bed in the guesthouse. I assured

Emma that we would in no way participate in

that kind of lifestyle. As we were falling asleep,

a couple started an argument in the room next

door. The argument became violent, and

eventually a glass broke onto the floor. Emma

and I told ourselves that we were and would

remain different.

We went into a deep sleep. Then a knock at

the door woke me up. I went to open the door,

finding the night watchman who said that I had

to sign a sheet to certify that he was doing his job.

The next morning, the director had us for

breakfast and asked, “So what do you think of

this place?”

“It’s a bit early to say.” I lied miserably.

He replied, “All of what happened last night

was made up. We emptied our glasses in the

flowerpots when you were not looking. We gave

you the wrong names: Mr. Y was really flirting

with Mrs. Y and so on. The couple fighting, the

visit by the watchman, that was all arranged.

We had a great time organizing that reception.

It was a lot of fun at your expense. Now you

can relax and get started with your new life.”

Such was our introduction to Africa.

continued from page 14

On the way to Savannah, no Triple A
or dealership, we fell into Bill Morrissey’s
expert hands and from the first we felt
the confidence of money in the bank.

Bill captured us like a mesmerizing flick,
his head stuck under the hood
of our ailing jeep. His Quonset hut
opened at both ends, B & K Automotive,

junk cars lined up in a grassy lot like organ
donors in a grizzly piece of science fiction.
Bill nailed our problem as one of spark –
the blue fire that should ignite the engine

lacked punch. We took in the verdict
as if we’d been diagnosed as carriers
of a dread disease. The culprit was a coil.
Joe and I stepped back as Bill jumped

in his pickup truck and headed
for a junk yard fifteen miles north & east.
Sitting in metal chairs we wiped sweat 
and listened to a loitering cowboy

bellyache about his wife, mean and too
much like all women. At last Bill returned,
coil in hand. Installed, it shot
the spark we all longed for

Three full hours, two-hundred
forty dollars, fair enough, Joe said,
to watch a master mechanic produce
ignition in Walterboro, South Carolina.

2002 Winner in Byron Herbert Reece
Poetry Contest, Georgia Poetry Society

Broken Down
in Walterboro
by Kay Putney Gantt
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Paella
by Marion Kelly

W e used to go to Spain in the winter –

George and I – to a little town on the

Mediterranean Sea Coast, Torremolinos, to where

it was sunny and warm. Our hotel gave us

breakfast and dinner, leaving our days free to

explore the town, or have an excursion to a

historic site, or maybe just hang out. No matter, we

would find one of the interesting small restaurants

for lunch. We usually ordered paella, the Spanish

national dish, a jumble of seafood, chicken,

sausages, tomatoes and rice. We never tired of it

because each of the little restaurants had its own

version of paella: some emphasized chicken, some

succulent prawns, some a little more garlic, always

different, but we liked them all.

After a month of paella lunches, we felt

confident to create one of our own at home, to

treat our friends to the delicacy we had

experienced in Spain. We bought a paella pan, an

eight-person paella pan. It was round and flat with

two sturdy brass handles, and it barely fit into our

suitcase for the trip home. We hung it in the

kitchen with the other pans and it stayed put for a

couple of months.

Then our adventurous offshore sailor friend

Peter announced he was going to crew his friend’s

sailboat across the northern Atlantic Ocean from

Iceland to Norway. This was big stuff, even for

Peter. It called for a “Bon Voyage” party, just the

thing our eight-person paella pan was waiting for.

We set the date, invited our friends and began

to plan. Creating paella in East Tennessee is no

mean feat, but we had help. Chuck Avery,

proprietor of Avery’s Fine Fish, rounded up the

seafood—the shrimp, fish and small clams. Kroger

supplied the chicken, sausages, tomatoes and

special rice. The spices we had brought home from

Spain would be used at last!

We spent the day of the party scrubbing,

chopping, boiling, baking and sautéing, following

directions from a recipe we had pulled off the

computer. It all came together, and the kitchen

smelled just like those restaurants in southern Spain.

Dinner began with the cold Spanish soup,

gazpacho and crusty bread with my best olive oil

for dipping. Then George presented the paella,

carrying it by the two brass handles and setting it

on the table for everyone to admire.

Can food look like a painting? This one did:

the shrimp and lumps of delicacies lying on the

bed of tomatoes and rice, and the little half-

submerged clamshells peeping through. George

served the plates, making sure each one had some

of the spicy components. “Delicious”…” My first

paella” … “m-m-m” … “Wonderful” … And it

absolutely was.

Party’s over. Time to go home. As I closed the

door on the last guest and began the cleanup,

pleased with how successful the evening had been,

I noticed George moving chairs, looking around

on the floor.

I asked, “What’s the matter, did you lose

something?”

He replied, “When I went to remove my new

hearing aids, one came out, but the other one is

missing and I can’t find it anywhere.”

We continued to look that night. We really

looked the next day. The little hearing aid has

never been found. We think it fell into the paella

and someone ate it.
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The Most Ridiculous Thing I Have Ever Worn
by Marguerite Watkins

W hat is the most ridiculous thing you

have ever worn? I have a long list

from which to choose: a long-sleeved chocolate

brown dress adorned with blue roses, made by

my mother from a remnant and meeting all her

requirements for comfort; a pitiful yellow

sweater I knitted myself that stretched ever

larger with each wearing; the socks my mother

knitted for me that matched none of my clothes;

a voluminous red corduroy coat I bought on

sale in Boston; and so forth.

However, if I may substitute “despised” for

“ridiculous,” I can answer easily. 

My solo topi was the most despised article

of clothing I ever owned. Made in Calcutta, and

expensive by missionary standards, it was an

essential item for every light-skinned person

braving the Indian plains sun.

The name, like the wearer, was a hybrid—

topi, Hindi for hat, sola, solar for sun. This

sunhat, surely designed by an engineer, was a

pith helmet fashioned thusly: a base of cork

covered with stout olive drab cloth and

culminating in a covered button at the crown. A

series of leather straps on the inside kept the hat

from touching the wearer’s head, and another at

the chin held it on his or her head. The space

between the interior straps and the helmet itself

insulated and cooled the head a little. The sola

topi was not needed in the mountains but

considered essential in Japalpur on the plains of

central India.

In Jabalpur, as a young child I would cycle

away without my topi, only to be called back

by Mother. At my destination, I would sit down

hard on it or even stamp on it without success,

and then when returning home “forget” it!

Someone coming our way would always return

it or send it with a chokra who was bicycling

over with a chit. When I did escape without it, I

got a terrible headache, just as Mother said I

would. 

Thankfully, church services were held in the

evening so women wore conventional hats

there, and I had a respite from topi stress.

These days, places like Banana Republic

actually sell cheap facsimiles, the look but

perhaps with none of the benefits. I cannot

imagine why someone would buy such a symbol

of the colonial era. A cloth hat that fits in a

suitcase is good enough for me when I travel

now. Guides are determined that you see

everything, and the sun is at least as dangerous

as ever.
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A Book Review

Sold on a Monday
Kristina McMorris

by Connie Sowa

I f your book club needs a recommendation

or you are looking for a good read, then

pick up a copy of Sold on a Monday by Kristina

McMorris. The cover of the paperback attracted

my attention: A young lad dressed in period

clothing sitting on the ground with a suitcase by

his side, head bowed over his knees. I thought to

myself, this looks like something I should read.

McMorris’ two-page prologue had me hooked,

especially with the final sentence: “It started with

a picture.” 

This stunning and original story takes place

during the Depression era of 1930s Philadelphia.

The “picture” is a black and white photograph

shot on a whim by a bored newspaper reporter,

looking for some inspiration for a big news story.

The photo shows two young children on a

farmhouse front porch next to a wooden sign

that reads “2 children for sale.” For struggling

journalist Ellis Reed, this haunting scene evokes

dark childhood memories. He never meant for

the photograph to be published, but when a

chain of events involving the picture propels his

career forward, Ellis is unprepared for the

consequences. Along the way, he is aided in his

efforts to right a wrongful deed by Lillian Palmer,

who also works in the newspaper world and has

her own secrets to hide.

Often when we think about the Depression,

the phrase “desperate times call for desperate

measures” comes to mind. Prohibition, welfare

and the beginnings of organized crime all are a

part of the fallout from the stock market crash

of 1929. McMorris’s research is thorough as she

weaves these elements throughout her story,

using the backdrop of newspaper reporting as

her plot device. Along the way, she manages to

fold in aspects of “truth in journalism,” a hot

topic of discussion in our own time amid the

prolific cable news and social media debates.

However, what about the consequences of

actions when journalists publish their

controversial articles and pictures? That

question is the real impetus behind McMorris’

story. Our protagonists, Ellis and Lillian, find

themselves both conflicted and “desperate” to

right the wrongs their actions may have caused

innocent people. Each learns a valuable lesson

in keeping families together regardless of how

tough life gets.  

McMorris, a New York Times and USA

Today best-selling author with more than 20

national literary awards, was inspired to write

this story because of an actual newspaper photo

continued on page 19
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she came across in her research. It was an image

of four young siblings huddled together on the

steps of an apartment building in Chicago, their

mother shielding her face from the camera, with

the sign “4 children for sale” in the foreground.

It originally appeared in the Vidette-Messenger

of Valparaiso, Indiana, in 1948, with a brief

caption expressing the dire plight of the

Chalifoux family. As a mother, McMorris asked

herself how could this have happened? Thus,

the “what-if” proposition that every good

writer explores motivated her to write this story.

So while her story is pure fiction, the events

could have occurred based on our social history

of how the aftermath of the ’29 stock market

crash affected so many families.

Sold on a Monday is available in paperback,

as a Kindle download, and also as an audiobook

on Amazon and Barnes and Noble’s Nook. The

paperback version provides an insightful

commentary by the author as well as reading

guide for group discussion. I am donating my

copy to the Strickler Library for residents to

enjoy.

continued from page 18




